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ABSTRACT 
This position paper includes three components: first, a 
discussion of the meaning of sustainability, in which I 
suggest that in addition to seeing sustainability as a desired 
end-state we should view it as a process of collective 
future-visioning. Second, drawing from Stephen 
Duncombe’s notion of the “ethical spectacle”, I propose a 
model for designing inclusive, resonant, engaging and 
thought-provoking interactive experiences to promote 
public engagement with sustainability. Third, moving from 
the conceptual to the practical, I suggest a few concrete 
guiding principles for designing interactive ethical 
spectacles for sustainability (IESS). 

SUSTAINABILITY AS END-STATE OR AS PROCESS? 
There are few notions as complex, contested and, at times, 
outright nebulous as sustainability. An “elevator word” par 
excellence [14], sustainability is often defined circularly 
and fluidly, with some arguing that it is an “essentially 
contested concept”, one of those terms “like fairness, 
freedom, or liberty, for which there is some common sense 
for what they mean in the abstract, but which lack the same 
common sense of how to put them in play” [10, p.215. See 
also 6, 15]. Nonetheless, the dominant conceptualization of 
sustainability views it as a desirable end-state in which, as 
expressed by the Brundtland Committee Report, the needs 
of humans and nonhumans are balanced so as not to 
compromise “the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs” [27].  

Granted, what counts as actually existing human needs may 
take as fluid a form as sustainability itself (a point to which 
I return below), but if sustainability-as-end-state can indeed 
be envisioned and formulated, then it should be possible to 
design interactive sociotechnical systems that will aid 
humanity to achieve it. In this mode, and following the 
more specific definition of sustainability given by the 
National Research Council [21, p.16], we may be able to 
distill a set of achievable social goals – “providing food and 
nutrition, nurturing children, finding shelter, providing an 
education, and finding employment” – alongside a set of 
achievable ecological goals – “ensuring the quality and 
supply of fresh water, controlling emissions into the 
atmosphere, protecting the oceans, and maintaining species 
and ecosystems” – and then design interactions that 
promote the awareness and acceptability of these goals, or 
that “nudge” users to make choices that correspond with 

them [26; but see 11]. Possible guidelines for designing 
such interactions have already been proposed [e.g., 4]. 

But since the goals of sustainability themselves are a 
product of some social conversation over needs, desires and 
hopes, I suggest, as a critical supplement, that we approach 
sustainability as a future oriented project rife with 
potentialities – an invitation to collectively imagine the 
future and select among the many possible paths that may 
realize it. This position reflects the idea that sustainability is 
constructed in practice, inescapably involves social, 
economic and political dimensions, and raises normative 
and ethical questions related to the nature of the world we 
want to create. It is therefore a situated, context-sensitive 
notion that needs to be debated and redefined for each place 
and time; its meaning a temporary and spatially explicit 
stabilization of what exists and what matters, something to 
be realized through social processes of articulation, 
verification, and institutionalization [cf. 3, 19]. 
Sustainability, in short, represents a way of being, of 
relating, of imagining and of acting in, and on the world. 

In sustainability scholarship this view is closely aligned to 
what is coming to be known as the “procedural approach to 
sustainability”. As Robinson [22, p.381] puts it, 

… sustainability can usefully be thought of as the 
emergent property of a conversation about desired 
futures that is informed by some understanding of the 
ecological, social and economic consequences of 
different courses of action.... This view acknowledges 
the inherently normative and political nature of 
sustainability, the need for integration of different 
perspectives, and the recognition that sustainability is a 
process, not an end-state. It must be constructed through 
an essentially social process whereby scientific and 
other ‘expert’ information is combined with the values, 
preferences and beliefs of affected communities, to give 
rise to an emergent, ‘co-produced’ understanding of 
possibilities and preferred outcomes. 

Does the shift from ends to means implicit in this view risk 
collapsing sustainability into the process of achieving it? 
Perhaps, but no more so than considering democracy to be a 
continuous project of inclusion, debate and empowerment, 
and not merely the state of having an elected government. 
So what differentiates sustainability-as-process (or a 
procedural approach to sustainability) from other 
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participatory, collective processes that aim to shape the 
future, like democracy? Nothing inherent – there is no 
ontological difference at play – but only a different set of 
emphases: on socio-ecological processes and outcomes, on 
the relations between local action and global effects, on the 
links between ecological footprints and social justice, on 
the values and essence implicit in modern lifestyles, on 
inter-generational responsibility, and on the possibility of 
public empowerment in the age of corporate-state power. In 
other words, seen through the prism of a procedural 
approach to sustainability, sustainability-as-process 
becomes a site for a deep consideration of the future, for 
engaging our social imagination, and developing our 
collective abilities to affect, halt and even reverse complex, 
uncertain yet powerful socio-ecological processes. 

THE ETHICAL SPECTACLE 
One of the most difficult challenges we face, as we try to 
create the inclusive, equitable and empowering processes of 
future-visioning implied by the procedural approach to 
sustainability, is the need to promote meaningful public 
engagement with the issues – not only to create an 
awareness of sustainability but to invest it with lasting 
relevance and salience, while indicating potential paths for 
action. Alas, when it comes to political involvement (at 
least in the developed North) cynicism, inertia and 
disengagement are quite commonplace [2, 24, 30]. One way 
to mend this situation is by designing resonant and 
attractive interactive experiences that follow the model 
suggested by Stephen Duncombe’s “ethical spectacle” [9].  

While Duncombe proposes the ethical spectacle as an 
invigorating antidote to what he identifies as a demoralizing 
combination of dreariness and ineffectiveness that afflicts 
progressive politics, his model applies to any social issue 
that begs a more active political constituency. A spectacle, 
Duncombe writes, meets people “where they are”, draws 
upon “preexisting desires” and then redirects them. It is 

... a way of making an argument. Not through appeals to 
reason, rationality, and self-evident truth, but instead 
through story and myth, fears and desire, imagination 
and fantasy. It realizes what reality cannot represent. It 
is the animation of an abstraction, a transformation from 
ideal to expression. Spectacle is a dream on display. [9, 
p.30; emphasis in origin]. 

The spectacle is appealing for Duncombe for its ability to 
captivate, engage and motivate its participants, and 
especially to promote dissent. But while spectacles have 
been traditionally deployed as a way to mask political 
reality (turning politics into mere aesthetics, as Walter 
Benjamin famously remarked), Duncombe proposes we re-
formulate the spectacle along more ethical lines. What he 
calls an “ethical spectacle” is therefore an event that, on the 
one hand, retains the spectacle’s engaging affectivity, but, 
on the other hand, is much more inclusive and participatory, 
open to a multiplicity of meanings, and committed to 

representing its politics and goals in a transparent manner – 
refusing to represent fantasy as reality. In his words,  

… a progressive ethical spectacle will be one that is 
directly democratic, breaks down hierarchies, fosters 
community, allows for diversity, and engages with 
reality while asking what new realities might be 
possible” [9, p.126; emphasis in origin].   

Ethical spectacles invite us to imagine a better future and 
“try it on for size” [on the performativity of public spheres 
see also 29]. As such, they present us with an apt model for 
rethinking the ways in which we can design interactive 
sociotechnical systems that would draw the public into the 
process of future-visioning that is sustainability. 

GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING INTERACTIVE ETHICAL 
SPECTACLES FOR SUSTAINABILITY 
From the dual perspectives of procedural sustainability and 
the ethical spectacle we may be able to distill several 
guidelines for the design of interactive ethical spectacles for 
sustainability (IESS). I make some suggestions here not as a 
finished product but as a starting point for a larger 
conversation.  

Scale-Making 
Since sustainability is a social, political and cultural issue, 
not merely a matter of adopting greener individual lifestyles 
or consumer choices [25], IESSs should aspire to address 
collectives and not individuals – what Dourish calls “scale-
making” [8]. Foregrounding the structural (or institutional) 
barriers for meaningful individual action, and indicating the 
ways by which they could be overcome may increase users’ 
self-efficacy and reduce the effects of the “behavioural gap” 
(the gap between knowing that an issue exists and between 
actually acting upon it [18]). 

Involvement 
Both approaches to sustainability – as an end-state and as a 
process – call for meaningful public participation. 
Likewise, the ethical spectacle aims to break down 
hierarchies of creator and spectator, producer and 
consumer, leader and follower. As Duncombe puts it 
(perhaps a bit naïvely) , “With a democratized spectacle 
there is no man behind the curtain, pulling the levers to 
create the illusions, bellowing into a microphone: ‘I am 
Oz’. Participatory spectacles put us all behind the curtain” 
[9, p.134]. Duncombe’s naiveté aside, IESSs should aspire 
to involve potential users in the design of the sociotechnical 
system itself. This means going beyond conducting 
usability tests but developing the very goals of the 
interaction collaboratively. Encouraging users to get 
involved in (and even take ownership over) the 
development, deployment and evaluation of the interaction 
helps to bring the particular contexts within which users are 
engaged to bear on the design process, making it more 
relevant, flexible and reflexive [17, 23].  
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Experience Over Information 
The majority of current efforts to engage the public on 
sustainability still adhere to the creed of the information 
deficit communication paradigm, namely that the provision 
of high quality information is a sufficient condition for 
political engagement. However, the information deficit 
model has recently come under wide criticism for its 
logocentrism, unidirectionality, lack of context, and 
behaviouristic undertones [5, 7, 16, 28]. It follows that the 
goal of IESSs should not be merely the provision of more 
information but the evocation of resonant interactive 
experiences. Such experiences may also be useful in 
connecting the issues that underlie sustainability to our 
everyday experiences [1, 13]. 

Emergent Interactions 
If interactions that aim to persuade or nudge users to act in 
a particular way are useful to help achieve an (ideally 
collaboratively and ethically formulated) pre-defined goal, 
promoting a procedural approach to sustainability calls for 
IESSs that are more open-ended, ambiguous, fuzzy or 
perplexing [12]. Such potentially rhizomatic interactive 
structures [20] may help break the “immersive spell” by 
promoting moments of reflexivity that shift the users’ 
intentionally from interactive affordances to their wider 
contexts, prompting considerations of the very structures of 
the world itself. 

CONCLUSION 
If the challenge of sustainability is to engage as wide a 
section of the population as possible in a process of 
collective future-visioning, we would do well to imagine 
and realize interactive sociotechnical systems that are 
inclusive, participatory, evocative and imaginative. The 
preceding discussion of the IESS as a guiding model is 
merely an incipient suggestion for a very complex problem 
– likely the most gargantuan challenge we have ever faced. 
We may envision IESSs that employ some of the suggested 
principles or even all of them, but there are no guarantees 
for success. I look forward to discussing how the HCI & 
Sustainability community may move forward in the 
forthcoming workshop. 
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